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Prince of Denmark
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Part One: The Ghost
One night, at Elsinore Castle in Denmark, two guards see a ghost.
'It looks like① King Hamlet.'
'But it can't be! King Hamlet is dead!'
'We must tell Horatio, Prince Hamlet's friend. Perhaps the Ghost wants to
give a message② to the Prince.'
The next night, Horatio stays to watch with the guards. The Ghost appears
again. It is wearing the same armour③ as the old king.
'What do you want? Speak to us!'
'It refuses④ to speak!'
'I shall tell the Prince. Perhaps the Ghost will speak to him.'
'This is a bad sign. Something sinister⑤ is happening in Denmark.'
Prince Hamlet is very sad. His father, the King, is dead. Gertrude, his
mother, has married Claudius, his father's brother. Claudius has become the
new king. Hamlet does not like his uncle.
'It is time to think about the future. I shall be a father to you and you will
be king after me, Hamlet.'
'Stay here with us. Do not to back to the university⑥. We love you,
Hamlet.'
'I shall obey⑦ you, madam.'—My father was a better man than Claudius.
My mother was weak and foolish to marry my uncle.
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦

looks like：看起来像。
message：信息。
armour：盔甲。
refuses：拒绝。
sinister：不详的。
university：大学。
obey：遵从。
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Horatio comes to tell Hamlet about the Ghost. Horatio has studied for
many years with the Prince at the university. He is Hamlet's best friend and
the Prince trusts① him completely.
'I hate this place, Horatio. My uncle and my mother are so happy. How can
they forget my father so soon?'
'My lord, I saw your father last night.'
'What do you mean?'
'Come to the castle walls at midnight, above the cliff②. Then, you'll
understand…'
Hamlet sees the ghost of his father. It signals③ him to follow.
'I am your father's spirit. If you ever loved me, revenge my murder!'
'Murder???'
'My wife, Gertrude, was unfaithful④ to me. My brother, Claudius,
murdered me. While I was sleeping in my garden, he poured⑤ poison⑥ in
my ear.'
'The sun is rising. I must go. Hamlet, remember me…'
Hamlet does not know what to do. Perhaps the Ghost is telling lies⑦.
'I shall pretend to be⑧ mad. Nobody will pay attention to⑨ a poor crazy
prince. I shall investigate my father's death.'
'If the Ghost's story is true, I shall kill my uncle.'
***
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
⑧
⑨

trusts：信任。
cliff：悬崖, 绝壁。
signal：指示。
unfaithful：不忠的。
pour：倒。
poison：毒药。
telling lies：说谎。
pretend to be：假装。
pay attention to：注意，留意。
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So Hamlet, who was very intelligent., began to play the part of a madman.
He did strange things and he talked in a crazy way. He often said things with
a hidden meaning which only he understood. The people believed that
Hamlet was mad and they hoped that he would soon get better. The Queen
was very worried because she loved her son. Only Horatio and the guards
knew the secret of Hamlet's meeting with the Ghost.
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Part Two: Hamlet and Ophelia
Ophelia lives at the castle. She has a brother, Laertes, who is studying in
Paris. Ophelia is in love with Hamlet. One day, while she is sewing, Hamlet
comes to her room. Later she tells her father Polonius, a foolish old lord①,
about Hamlet's visit.
'He looked so sad. He was only half dressed. He stared② at me and then
he left without saying a word.'
'Is he mad for your love?'
'I don't know, but I think so.'
'I must tell the King and Queen.'
Polonius trusts Claudius and Gertrude. He has no idea that Claudius is a
murderer or that Gertrude has been unfaithful to King Hamlet.
'Hamlet's love for my daughter has made him mad.'
'That is possible… but how can we know for certain?'
'We shall hide③ while Hamlet and Ophelia are talking. We shall listen to
their conversation④ and discover the truth. You will see that I am right.'
Polonius gives instructions⑤ to Ophelia. He wants her to walk up and
down the castle hall, reading her prayer book⑥.
'Ophelia, you must help us find out the truth about Prince Hamlet's
madness.'
'I shall obey you, Father.'

①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥

lord：贵族。
stared：盯着看。
hide：隐藏。
conversation：对话。
instructions：指示。
prayer book：祈祷书。
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'Quickly, here he comes. Pretend that you are reading.'
Hamlet is thinking deeply①. He wants to escape from his problem by
committing suicide②. His mind is full of questions.
'To be, or not to be? That is the question. Is it better to live or die? But
what happens after we die? Nobody knows.'
'I am stupid! I must stop thinking and do something. I must discover the
truth.'
'But look, here comes Ophelia. Why is she standing there? Is it a trap?'
The Prince is angry with Ophelia because he realise that she is a spy③ for
her father Plolonius and king Claudius.
'I loved you once.'
'I believed so④.'
'No, I never loved you! All women are stupid. They paint their faces and
talk foolishly. Nobody should get married. Go away to a nunnery⑤.'
The King does not believe that love is the reason for Hamlet's madness.
He is very suspicious⑥.
'Perhaps Hamlet knows my secret.'
'We must watch him carefully. It is dangerous When a Prince is mad.'
'Poor Hamlet. Everybody admired⑦ him before. He was the perfect prince.
Now his mind is ruined⑧. Help him, sweet heavens⑨.'
***
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
⑧
⑨

deeply：严肃的，认真的。
committing suicide：自杀。
spy：间谍。
I believed so：我也这样想。
nunnery：女修道院。
suspicious：怀疑。
admired：仰慕，佩服。
ruined：毁掉。
heavens：老天爷。
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Narrator: Hamlet enjoyed making fun of Polonius. One day, the Prince
was reading a book when he mat the foolish old lord.
Polonius: What are you reading?
Hamlet: Words, words words.
Polonius: But what is the book about?
Hamlet: It's full of lies. The writer says that old men are foolish, weak and
have grey hair.
Polonius: Hmmph.
Hamlet: Can you see that cloud, Polonius?
Polonius: Yes, my lord.
Hamlet: It looks like a camel, doesn't it?
Polonius: Yes, my lord.
Hamlet: No, I think it looks like a weasel.
Polonius: Yes, my lord.
Hamlet: Or perhaps it looks like a whale.
Polonius: Yes, my lord.
Hamlet: Goodbye, you foolish old man.
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Part Three: The Play
Two university friends come to visit Hamlet. Their names are Rosencrantz
and Guildenstern. At first Hamlet is very pleased to see them. But they ask a
lot of questions and he becomes suspicious.
'Why are you behaving so strangely?'
'What's the matter with you?'
'Tell us what you are thinking about. We are your friends.'
'I think the King has sent them. They are spying on me. I shall not tell
them anything. I cannot trust anyone except Horatio'
Some traveling actors arrive at Elsinore. Hamlet loves the theatre and he
greets① them like old friends.
'Welcome to Elsinore!'
'We have come to perform② a play for the King and Queen.'
'That gives me an idea, Horatio. I shall put some extra words in their play.
I shall put the Ghost's story on the stage!'
That night, Claudius and Gertrude watch the play. There are three
characters③ —the Player King, the Player Queen④ and Lucianus, the
Queen's lover…the murderer!
'I shall always love you.'
'But if I die, you will marry again.'
'No, never!'
'Do you like the play, Mother?'
'The lady speaks too much about love.'
①
②
③
④

greets：问候。
perform：表演，演出。
characters：角色。
the player king...the Player queen：指扮演国王和皇后的人。
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All the court① of Denmark watch the play. Ophelia, Polonius, Horatio,
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern are all there. But nobody knows the secret of
King Hamlet's death….except Claudius and Hamlet. On the stage, while the
Player king is sleeping, the murderer pours poison in his ear. Hamlet
watches Claudius's face carefully②.
'This is the Ghost's story. If Claudius is afraid, I shall know he is guilty③.'
Suddenly, Claudius stands up and runs out of the court. Everybody follows
him. The actors④ do not know what the problem is.
'Lights! Lights! Stop the play!'
'Did you see that, Horatio? The King is frightened. The Ghost's story is
true!'
After the play, Claudius feels very guilty so he goes to pray⑤ in the
chapel. Hamlet finds him there.
'I want God to forgive me for my brother's murder. Perhaps, if I pray, he
will help me.'
'It would be easy for me to kill him now. But if I kill him while he is
praying, his soul will go to heaven. I want him to go to hell. I shall wait for
another opportunity.'
'I cannot repent! God doesn't listen to my words!'
***
It's good to see you again, my friends. Let me give you some advice for
the play tonight. First of all, you shouldn't speak too loudly or too quietly. If
the audience can't hear you, they won't be pleased. But if you shout, they
①
②
③
④
⑤

the court：王室人员。
carefully：仔细的。
guilty：有罪的。
actor：演员。
pray：祈祷。
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won't like it. Secondly, you shouldn't move your hands too much. But it's
important to speak clearly, so the audience will understand you. Next,
remember to pay attention to the meaning of the words. Last of all, don't add
any extra lines to the play and don't change the writer's words. I'll repeat all
that because it's important.
First of all, don't speak too loudly or too quietly. Secondly, don't move
your hands too much, Thirdly, you should speak clearly. Next, you should
pay attention to the meaning of the words. Finally, don't add any extra lines
or change the words of the play.
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Part Four: Murder and Exile①
It is the middle of the night, the time for witches② and ghosts. Hamlet
goes to see his mother in her bedroom. He does not know that someone is
hiding behind the curtain and listening to everything.
'Hamlet, why did you offend③ the king?'
'Mother, why did you betray④ my father?'
'Don't move. I want to talk to you. I want to make you look into the mirror
of your soul.'
The Queen is afraid of Hamlet and she begins to scream⑤. The spy behind
the curtain shouts for help. Hamlet turns round quickly and without thinking
kills the listener.
'Are you going to murder me? Help! Help!'
'Help! Murder!'
'What's that? Is it a rat⑥? Is it the King?'
When Hamlet pulls back⑦ the curtain, he sees Polonius… dead!
'What have you done? You have murdered Polonius!'
'I thought it was the King! I'm sorry that I have killed this poor fool. But
Mother, I'm not as bad as you. You killed a king and married his brother.'
'What do you mean?'
Suddenly, the Ghost appears in the room. He has come to remind⑧

①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
⑧

exile：放逐。
witches：女巫。
offend：冒犯。
betray：出卖。
scream：大叫。
rat：老鼠。
pulls back：拉开。
remind：提醒。
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Hamlet to take revenge before it is too late. Gertrude cannot see or hear him,
so she thinks that Hamlet is crazy.
'Hamlet, don't hurt① your mother. Remember that you must kill Claudius.
Don't waste time!'
'What is he looking at? He's mad. Oh, my poor son!'
'Can't you see him, Mother? Don't you pity him?'
'Hamlet, here is nothing there except the air.'
The Ghost disappears.
'No, I'm not mad, Mother. Look at this portrait of my father. He was a
good, brave, handsome man. Remember him and stay away from Claudius!'
'I will, sweet Hamlet.'
'But as soon as Claudius kisses you, you will forget everything and tell
him my secrets.'
'No, I promise not to betray you.'
'I am glad, Mother. Now I must take away Polonius's body. Goodnight.'
When Claudius hears that Hamlet has killed Polonius, he decides to send
the Prince away.
'Hamlet is dangerous. I shall send him to England. Perhaps he will recover
from his madness in a different country. Rosencrantz and Guildenstern, go
with him and look after him.'
'I shall send secret letters to the King of England. I shall tell the English to
execute Hamlet as soon as soon as he arrives. When he is dead, I shall be
safe.'

***
Narrator: It was a long journey be sea to England. One night, Hamlet

①

hurt：伤害。
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could not sleep because he was thinking about all his problems. He got out
of bed and walked around the ship.
While Rosencrantz and Guildenstern were sleeping, he stole Claudiu's
letter to the King of England. To his surprise, he read these orders:
'As soon as Hamlet arrives, cut off his head.'
Hamlet quickly prepared another letter. 'Execute the people who bring you
this letter,' he wrote. He signed it 'Cloudius'. Then he went back to his cabin
and hid the original letter.
'When Rosencrantz and Guildenstern arrive in England,' he thought, 'the
English King will execute them, But how am I going to return to Denmark?'
The next morning, Rosencrantz and Guildenstern woke up without
realising that the letter had been changed.
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Part Five: Suicide
Polonius's son, Laertes, returns to Denmark from Paris. He is very angry.
'Claudius, you have killed my father. I shall persuade① the people to
rebel② against you. There will be a revolution③!'
'No, Laertes, Hamlet is responsible for everything!'
'But how did my father die? Why is it a secret?'
'Be patient. When I have explained everything, you will understand. I am
your friend.'
Ophelia comes to see Laertes .She loved Hamlet but he killed her father.
This has made her mad. She sings sad songs and gives flowers to everyone
she meets.
'What is the matter with my sister?'
'She has lost her mind④, poor girl.'
'He is dead, lady, he is dead. He will never come again. His beard was as
white as snow. He is gone, he is gone. Love, remember me.'
'Do you see this? Oh God!'
A sailor⑤ brings a letter to Horatio. When he opens it, he discovers that it
is from Hamlet.

Horatio,
I am in Denmark. Some pirates⑥ attacked our ship. While every body
was fighting, I jumped onto their ship. I paid them and they brought me

①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥

persuade：说服。
rebel：叛变。
revolution：革命。
lost her mind：她疯了。
sailor：水手。
pirates：海盗。
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home to Denmark.
Losencrantz and Guildenstern have continued to England. I shall tell
you more about them when I see you. Meet me in the graveyard①.
Hamlet

'I shall go to him immediately. I am glad he is safe.'
Claudius also receives a letter from Hamlet. He has a private conversation
with Laertes.
'But why didn't you put Hamlet in prison?'
'He is very popular with the people. It was impossible to punish him. The
best thing was to send him to England.'
'He has killed my father and driven my sister out of her mind! I would do
anything to get my revenge.'
'This letter is from Hamlet. He is back in Denmark.'
'I'm glad. I will kill him.'
'I have a better plan.'
The Queen comes in. 'I have bad news, Laertes. Ophelia is dead. She
wanted to put flowers on the willow tree②. While she was climbing③, she
slipped④ and fell into the river. She floated there, singing, then she
drowned⑤.'
'Was it suicide?'
'Nobody knows. Perhaps it was an accident. Oh, sweet Ophelia! I hoped

①
②
③
④
⑤

graveyard：墓地。
willow tree：树。
climbing：向上爬。
slipped：浮在水面。
drowned：溺毙。
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she would marry Hamlet. Come, let us go and bury① her.'
'Now Hamlet has killed my father and my sister.'

Hamlet meets Horatio in the graveyard. They see a gravedigger. He is
preparing a new grave and he has uncovered some old bones②. Hamlet
begins to talk about death.
'Look at this skull, Horatio. It is Yorick's. He was the court jester③. Alas,
poor Yorick. I knew him, Horatio. When I was a child, he carried me on his
back. His jokes④ were the best. He cannot make anybody laugh now.'
'Perhaps this skull belonged to⑤ a beautiful lady. She cannot paint her
face⑥ now. Perhaps this skull belonged to a lawyer⑦. He cannot show how
clever he is now. Perhaps this skull belonged to a court gentleman. He
cannot wear elegant clothes now.'
***
There is a willow by the river.
Its silver leaves shine in the glassy water.
Ophelia walked there, picking the flowers
to hang on the graceful branches of the tree.
But as she was climbing up to the sky,
a thin branch broke under her small feet
and she fell down into the weeping brook.
Her dress spread wide and, like a mermaid.
①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦

bury：埋葬。
bones：骨头。
court jester：逗乐小丑。
jokes：笑话。
belonged to：属于。
paint her face：化妆。
lawyer：律师。
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She floated on the surface, singing old melodies.
She was as happy as a creature of the water
but as her clothes grew heavy, they pulled her down
to the dark bottom of the river, to muddy death.
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Part Six: The Rest is Silence
While he is standing in the graveyard, Hamlet sees a procession①
approaching②. It is Ophelia's funeral③. The Queen throws flowers into the
grave and says, 'Sweets to the sweet.' Hamlet did not know that Ophelia was
dead. He is shocked. He jumps into the grave and fights with Laertes.
'You killed my father and my sister!'
'I loved Ophelia more than forty thousand brothers!'
Laertes wants his revenge. He and Claudius decide how to kill Hamlet.
'You must challenge④ Hamlet to a fencing match⑤. He loves this sport.
He will certainly agree.'
'Yes, and I shall put poison on the tip⑥ of my sword. If I cut him, he will
die.'
'And if this plan fails, I shall give Hamlet a poisoned drink.'
Hamlet accepts the challenge. He does not know about the poisoned sword.
To him, the fight is just⑦ sport—something he enjoys!
'I am sorry for your father's death, Laertes.'
'I accept your apology, Hamlet. Now, let's begin the fight.'
'Here is a drink for you, Hamlet, if you are thirsty. Good luck to you! I
have bet⑧ six horses that you will win.'
Hamlet fights well and scores the first points. The Queen is very happy.

①
②
③
④
⑤
⑥
⑦
⑧

procession：队伍。
approaching：接近。
funeral：葬礼。
challenge：挑战。
a fencing match：击剑比赛。
tip：尖端。
just：只是。
bet：打赌。
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she picks up the cup of poison .Claudius tries to stop her drinking — but it is
too late!
'No, Gertrude, do not drink!'
'I drink to Hamlet!'
Laertes wounds① Hamlet with the poisoned sword. Later, in the confusion,
they exchange swords② and Hamlet wounds Laertes. The poison enters
their blood.
Suddenly, the Queen screams in pain, Laertes falls to the ground and
Hamlet begins to feel weak. The poison is working.
'Help me, I am dying!'
'We are all going to die. The sword and the drink were poisoned. The King
is to blame③.'
'Then before I die, I shall have my revenge. This for my father's murder!'
'Treason! Treason!'
Hamlet is dying. Polonius, Ophelia, Laertes, Gertrude and Claudius are all
dead. It is time for a new beginning in Denmark.
'I shall kill myself, too.'
'No, Horatio. You must live. Tell the truth to the world after I am dead.
Tell my story.'
Goodnight, sweet Prince. And flights of angels sing thee to thy rest.

①
②
③

wounds：弄伤。
they exchange swords：他们把剑调换了。
blame：负上责任。
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Track 1: Part One Listening Activity 5
Listen to Part One of Hamlet on the recording. After the bells you will
hear someone talking about Hamlet. For each question, put a tick (√) in
the correct box.
1. Hamlet is

A. □ happy.
B. □ mad.
C. □ intelligent.

2. He often

A. □ play games.
B. □ acts in the theatre.
C. □ say strange things.

3. Hamlet wants other people

A. □ to understand him.
B. □ to help him.
C. □ to believe that he is mad.

4. The people want Hamlet

A. □ to be King.
B. □ to become well.
C. □ to get married.

5. The Queen is worried because

A. □ her son is behaving crazily.
B. □ Hamlet is dangerous.
C. □ Hamlet saw the Ghost.

6. Who knows about the Ghost?

A. □ The Queen.
B. □ Horatio and the guards.
C. □ Everyone, except the Queen.
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Track 2: Part Two Listening Activity 6
After the bells at the end of Part Two, you will hear a conversation
between Hamlet and Polonius.
Look at the six sentences below. Decide if each sentence is correct or
incorrect. If it is correct, put a tick (√) in the box under A for YES. If it
is not correct, put a tick (√) in the box under B for NO.
A

B

YES

NO

□

□

b. Hamlet's answer to Polonius was: 'Worse, worse, worse.'□

□

c. Hamlet said that the book told lies about old men.

□

□

d. Hamlet compared the cloud to various animals.

□

□

e. Polonius always agreed with Hamlet.

□

□

f. Hamlet said goodbye to Polonius politely.

□

□

a. Hamlet was reading a book when he met Polonius.
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Track 3: Part Three Listening Activity 6
After the bells at the end of Part Three, you will hear Hamlet talking
to the travelling actors. As you listen, look at the notes of one of the
actors.
For each question, fill in the missing information in the numbered
space.
Prince Hamlet's Advice:
Do not speak

or too quietly.

Do not move your

too much.

It is important to
Remember: the
Don't

.

.

of the words is important.
to the play.

Don't change the

.
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Track 4: Part Four Listening Activity 5
After the bells at the end of Part Four, you will hear a description of
Hamlet's journey to England. There are seven questions in this part.
For each question, there are three pictures.
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Track 5: Part Five Listening Activity 7
Now listen to the Queen, after the bells at the end of Part Five. Then
fulfill in the spaces.
There is a
Its silver leaves
Ophelia walked there,

by the river.
in the glassy water.
the flowers

to hang on the

branches of the tree.

But as she was

up to the sky,

a thin branch
Her dress spread
she floated on the
She was as
but as her clothes grew
to the dark

into the weeping brook.
and, like a mermaid,
, singing old melodies.
as a creature of the water
, they pulled her down
of the river, to
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death.

Track 6: Part Six

Listening Activity 5

After the bells, you will hear some famous lines from Shakespeare's
original play. (Remember: Shakespeare wrote 400 years ago, so the
language is old-fashioned and difficult!) Which character is speaking?
Can you decide at which moment in the story?
a. Frailty*, thy name is woman.
Frailty: Fragility.
b. Something is rotten* in the state of Denmark.
rotten: bad, wrong.
c. Adieu*, adieu, adieu. Remember me.
Adieu: Goodbye.
d. … one may smile and smile, and be a villain*—
villain: bad man (the opposite of 'hero').
e. The play's the thing
Wherein* I'll catch the conscience of the King.

Wherein: In which.
f. To be, or not to be, that is the question.
g. Madness in great ones must not unwatch'd go.
h. Suit the action to the word, the word to the action, …*
Suit … action, … : Make your performance appropriate to the play.
i. My words fly up, my thoughts remain below.
Words without thoughts never to heaven go.

j. How now? A rat? Dead for a ducat,* dead.
ducat: silver coin.
K. Thou turn'st* my eyes into my very soul,
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l. Sweet ladies, good night, good night.
m. Alas, poor Yorick. I knew him, Horatio—
n. There's a divinity that shapes our ends,*
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